
Summer holidays

activity ideas



Ideas to share

Within this booklet are ideas to

share and try over the summer

holidays for those who wish to.

The first pages are symbols you

may want to use to plan your day

together. The blue are doily

activities, the green are sensory

ideas and the yellow activities you

may do on a given day. there are

9 spare symbols to make your

own family activities.



Daily activities

wake up
brush teeth

wash

shower bath
breakfast

snack lunch dinner



Daily activities

story toilet
bedtime

wash hands

sleep dress

undress pyjamas brush hair



sensory activities

squeeze bouncing jumping

running massage
hug

balancing
colour sorting

target game



occasional activities

trip visit car

beach garden
playground

swimming
making baking



occasional activities

bubbles walk explore

shopping
woods play

film dancing music



family activities



Welcome to weekly maths challenge

Week 1

Number recognition and counting:

Hide and count! Using something your child is interested in (e.g. food, toys, flowers,

pictures of favourite characters), lay out a number of countable objects on a tray.

Cover them up. Give them a sneaky peak and practice estimating. This is a skill

children find hard and so to begin with you could give them a choice of two

numbers - 'we are guessing how many Minecraft are on my tray, do you think there

are 2 or 10 on there?' After the child has estimated, reveal and count how many

objects you have – you could use a number-line or number track to help them see

how close their guess was.

This is a number track:

Shape Space and Measure:

Ordering from smallest to biggest. Using objects your child is interested in, see if

they can order them from biggest to smallest (or vise versa). Practice using language

such as 'bigger', 'biggest', 'smaller', 'smallest'. For an extension, you could measure

them either using 'non-standard measurement' (e.g. how many Lego bricks long is

this Power Ranger?) or using a tape measure.

Problem solving: What can you tell me about the number 12? E.g. it is 11+1, it's an

even number, it is half of 24, you can make it with an array of 3x4, it is how many

months are in a year. How many facts can you think of about the number 12?



Week 2

Number recognition and counting

Play higher or lower: have a set of numbers, shuffle them, and from a starting

card, the children should guess whether the number will be 'higher' or 'lower'. As

the cards are revealed, mark them down on a number track or number line so

the children have visually see where the number is. For children with a greater

depth of understanding, you may discuss the probability of it being a higher or

lower number on the next card.

Shape Space and Measure:

Squash fun

Look at a bottle of squash with the children. It will most likely say something

like 'use 1 part squash to 6 parts water'. Draw this out to demonstrate that you

need 1 'part' of squash, and six of those same 'parts' water. Agree on what a

sensible 'part' might be e.g. a large spoon, a small pot. Help the children pour

out the appropriate amount of squash and water into a jug or bottle, discussing

the ratio of 1:6 as you go.

Then discuss which glass they might want – which holds more? Which holds

less? Model how you could measure the capacity of each glass by pouring a full

glass into a measuring jug and looking at how much was in there. Who in your

family is going to get the biggest cup of squash?



Problem solving Go on an array hunt!

Arrays are where objects are lined up with the same number in each row and

are an important representation of quantities in maths.

This egg box is a 2x3 array, or a 3x2 array. The Lego brick is 2x4 or 4x2.

As you find an array, talk about how many are in there, is there a quick way of

counting them, would it be the same if it was turned on its side etc. Have a go

at making your own arrays! There are lots of videos about arrays in Cbeebies

Number Blocks on iplayer if this is something that appeals to your child.



Week 3

Number recognition and counting:

Place value bingo.

Set up a bingo game but instead of calling out the numbers,

separate them into 'tens' and 'ones' (and 'hundreds' and 'thousands'

if appropriate for your child). E.g. Instead of calling out 23 you'd call

out 'two tens and three ones'. NB 'Ones' is now the word commonly

used to describe what you may have been taught was 'units'.

Shape Space and Measure How long does it take?

Choose three occurrences or actions appropriate to your child and

their understanding of time and the world around them. Talk about

how long you think it will take to… Estimate, do/let the action

happen whilst timing it, and then see how accurate they were. The

stopwatch on your phone may be a handy timer for shorter

activities. Examples of things you might time:

How long does it take to….

Jump 10 times? Drink a glass of water?

Drive to the shops? Walk around the garden?

Find 10 Red Duplo bricks? Make a cake?

Have a shower?



Problem solving



Week 4

Number recognition and counting:

Make an adding machine: Tape two tubes (e.g. toilet roll tubes) to a

vertical surface, with a box to catch objects in underneath. Call out

an addition sum, can they put each quantity of objects down each

tube and count how many are in each?

For children working with larger numbers, you can extend this by

using 'place value counters'. Cut the numbers out below (or make

your own) and use these to construct each number e.g. 23 you'd

need two tens and three ones.

So for 23 + 48 = the children would put two tens and three ones

down one tube, four tens and eight ones down the other tube, then

count up the total in the tray below.

Extension: the adding machine can be reverse to make a subtraction

machine!

Example place value counters for children working with larger

numbers:



Shape Space and Measure

Pattern

Using something of interest to your child, encourage them to either

complete a pattern you have made, or to make their own. How

complex can they make the pattern e.g. Red yellow blue yellow red

yellow blue yellow

Problem solving

Measure your child. If appropriate, either make that distance with

another object/set of objects (e.g. Duplo bricks, baking trays, cereal

boxes) or talk about that measurement in centimetres as well as

meters. Talk about things that are the same height as them. Can

you think of things that are taller or smaller than them? How big or

small do you think those might be?



Week 5

Number recognition and counting

Write numbers somewhere outside – you may put them on paper on

the inside of your house, to display outwards, or write them in chalk

on the pavement, or put them on a washing line.

Call out numbers or descriptions of numbers and for your child to

find and soak, either by squirting them with a water pistol or

throwing a wet sponge at e.g. 'nineteen' 'one less than 8' 'three

tens and 7 ones'.

Shape Space and Measure

Shape house:

Using 2D shapes, can you design a house? What shapes would you

use for doors, windows, garden, fences, chairs, tables, microwaves,

TVs, beds, and why would you choose each of those shapes?



Problem solving

What maths can you tell me about this picture?



Week 6

Number recognition and counting

Nim (no resources needed)

The aim of the game is to avoid saying, or going over, the target

number (e.g. 21). Start from zero. Children take it in turns to either

say 1or 2 more than the number before.

Example

Player 1: 2 Player 2: 3 P1: 5

P2: 7…

Shape Space and Measure

3D shapes

Go through your cupboards and sort the packages into different

shapes. Name them as spheres, cuboids, cubes, triangular prisms,

pyramids, cylinders etc. Look at what 2D shapes each 3D shape is

made of e.g. a cube has 6 square faces; a cylinder has 2 circle faces

and one rectangle that goes around it.

Problem solving

The mystery footprint. Leave a footprint on the floor. Which shoe

made it? How can we tell? Think about measuring it and any suspect

shoes; looking for patterns on the tread.



family survey Who eats the most treats?

Total

Sunday

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

names



Can you make your won survey?

names



Can you make your own survey?

names



Postcards write a postcard each week to family, friends or your-new teacher and post it to

school! Reverse side is blank for your own design



Postcards write a postcard each week to family, friends or your-new teacher and post it to

school! Reverse side is blank for your own design



Postcards write a postcard each week to family, friends or your-new teacher and post it to

school! Reverse side is blank for your own design



APPS for very special learners

more information can be found on our website
in Flo Longhorn's APPS for very special learners



Outdoor activities

and making



All resources and further ideas can be found at
www.outdoorclassroomday.org



All resources and further ideas can be found at
www.outdoorclassroomday.org



Keep moving!

Kicking to varying sized targets

Passing to other people and dribbling the ball

Playing tactical Games with families

Throwing and Catching games with balloons or balls

Yoga activities to develop core e.g. cosmic kids

Make your own dance routine - moving in different

ways.



Techniques to

stay calm



breath work

belly breathing

lay down with back and legs
straight

one hand on chest one on belly

close eyes

notice belly fill up and come down

place toy on belly - rest hands on
toy

breath mindfully

Counting breath

Breath in deeply count one

Breath out- count two

Breath in count three

Breath out count four

Continue to 10

Alternate breath

cover right nostril with right thumb

Breath into left nostril and Pause

Cover left nostril right forth finger
-release thumb

Breath out of right nostril and Pause

Breath in right nostril and pause

Cover right nostril with right thumb
release forth finger

Breath our left nostril

Blowing bubbles

Deep breath in nostrils
for 4

Hold breath for count of
4

Blow bubbles for count
of 6



Try warming up your body then practicing some yoga

you can find yoga classes to follow on line
and on you tube



Count down to school

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31

August

18 18 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31

July



September

1 2 3 5
6 7th school!


